It is proved that all groups of finite U -rank that have the descending chain condition on definable subgroups are totally transcendental. A corollary is that any stable group that is definable in an o-minimal structure is totally transcendental of finite Morley rank.
Theorem 1. Any stable group that is definable in an o-minimal structure is totally transcendental of finite Morley rank.
Proof. Theorem 1 from [2] implies that any stable structure interpretable in an o-minimal structure is superstable of finite U -rank. A theorem of Pillay [6] is that every group definable in an o-minimal structure has the d.c.c. on definable subgroups. Theorem 2 below yields the desired conclusion.
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Our conventions are the usual ones for model theory of groups. To say that G is a stable group we mean that G together with all its structure is definable in the monster model of some stable theory. (So all definable and type-definable objects in G are over parameter sets that are "small" with respect to the saturation degree.)
By a minimal type we mean a non-algebraic type that has a unique non-algebraic completion over every set containing its parameters; this makes sense even when the type is incomplete. A minimal set is just the set of realizations of a minimal type.
Any minimal set in a stable theory is stationary of U -rank one. A minimal subset of a group is indecomposable in the sense of Zilber's Indecomposability Theorem, possibly after removing a finite set of elements. Our proof utilizes Zilber's theorem for finite U -rank groups, which is analogous to the version for finite Morley rank groups, except that "definable" must be replaced by "type-definable" everywhere throughout. (See for example [4] ; the argument there generalizes directly.)
Any minimal subset of a group of finite U -rank must be non-trivial. One can prove this as follows: consider a connected subgroup H in the definable closure of the minimal set X , which exists by Zilber's theorem, then consider the product of two independent generics in H to show that X cannot be trivial. Application of Buechler's Dichotomy Theorem [1] yields that any minimal set in a group of finite U -rank is either locally modular or strongly minimal.
Theorem 2. Any group of finite U -rank that has the descending chain condition on definable subgroups is totally transcendental of finite Morley rank.
Let G be a group of finite U -rank with the d.c.c. on definable subgroups. The main idea behind the proof is that a Lascar analysis for G goes through. In particular we will produce strongly minimal sets X 1 , . . . , X n , · · · ⊆ G eq , together with a chain of subgroups H 1 · · · H n · · · ≤ G, such that (i) each H n is definable, connected, and normal in G, (ii) every stationary, non-algebraic type extending H n is non-orthogonal to one of X 1 , . . . , X n .
Condition (ii) together with Proposition B.1 from [7] implies that U -rank and Morley rank coincide for all H n . Taking this together with condition (i), observe what we get: the sequence of subgroups H 1 , H 2 , . . . has increasing U -rank, so that G • = H n for some n, which implies that G • has finite Morley rank. This is all we need to prove.
The X n 's and H n 's are produced by induction (taking H 0 = 1). Assume X 1 , . . . , X n and H n ≤ G are given satisfying (i), (ii), and H n = G
• . The group G/H n has finite, positive U -rank in G eq , and has the d.c.c. on definable subgroups. Let X ⊆ G/H n be any minimal set. Removing a finite set from X and translating as necessary, we may assume X contains the unit element of G/H n . By Zilber's theorem, the set of all conjugates of X generates a type-definable, connected subgroup H ⊆ G/H n , which is normal by construction, and furthermore H = X a 1 · · · X am for some a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ G/H n . Poizat's theorem [8] that every type-definable subgroup of a stable group is the intersection of definable subgroups, together with the d.c.c., implies that H is a definable subgroup of G/H n .
First we show that X is strongly minimal. By Buechler's theorem we may assume it is locally modular. After naming enough parameters and elements from G, we may assume that H is in the definable closure of X . Local modularity of X implies that H is a 1-based group. From the "fundamental theorem" [3] of 1-based groups, together with the d.c.c. on definable subgroups of H , it follows that H is totally transcendental. Since X is a type-definable subset of H , it too has Morley rank, which in turn must equal one.
Let X n+1 = X , and let H n+1 be the definable subgroup of G whose image in Assume first that a realizes p and its imageā in H n+1 /H n lies in A eq . Thus aH n has a realization in A, and we may replace a by a representative in this model. All realizations of p are thus in aH n , which means a −1 p is a stationary, non-algebraic extension of H n . The induction hypothesis implies a −1 p is non-orthogonal to one of X 1 , . . . , X n , and clearly the same follows for p.
Next assume that a realizes p but its imageā in H n+1 /H n is not in A eq . By hypothesis there is some tuple b in X n+1 for whichā is definable over Ab. Sinceā is not in A eq , it forks with b over A. And sinceā is definable over Aa, a forks with b over A. This finishes the induction step, proving the theorem.
